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Abstract
The aim of the study was to determine the effectiveness using of osteotrophic drugs for the restoration of bone defects.

Materials and methods. The model experiment was performing on male Wistar rats. The animals has been simulated a bone defect into which was implanted:"mp3 Osteobiol" (1st experimental group - 14 animals), PRP coated with fibrin glue (2nd experimental group - 13 animals) and PRP + "mp3 Osteobiol" (3rd experimental group - 15 animals). The histological material were staining with hematoxylin-eosin (according to Van – Gizon). Microscopic studies were performing on a Leica MDE optical microscope at a magnification of x 100, x 200.

Results. At the 60th day of observation, after implantation of "mp3 Osteobiol" + PRP, a pronounced growth of fibrous, loose, not quite mature connective tissue was visualized, with the proliferation of giant multinucleated cells, macrophages, osteoblasts and the formation of osteoids. At the end of the experiment (90th day) in the bone regenerates of animals of group III noted the active formation of the newly formed bone lamellar structure, the formation of osteons, the bone marrow canal was filled with bone marrow.

Conclusion. According to histological studies, it was found that our proposed composition, containing "mp3 Osteobiol" and PRP, accelerated the process of bone regeneration, compared with the groups where the above agents were used alone, without inflammation, with the formation of bone, which has mature in nature.
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INTRODUCTION
The problem of treatment of apical periodontitis is one of the important and not completely solved problems of therapeutic dentistry [1, 2]. This is due to the high prevalence of this disease, the complexity of drug manipulations, the high percentage of failures and complications during treatment, as well as usually the lack of stability of the results obtained using known treatments [3, 4, 5]. Traditionally, the success of treatment of destructive forms of chronic periodontitis is associated only with the quality of three main stages: mechanical dilation, antiseptic (drug and physiotherapy) treatments of dental canals and complete obstruction of the root canal system [6, 7, 8]. The choice of drugs for endodontic treatment in most publications is addressed only superficially and is limited to either standard recommendations or the recommended universality of any drug that is not a clinically proven reality [9].

Unfortunately, to date, the management of reparative osteogenesis in the centers of destruction is a very serious difficulty, as existing methods of treatment of destructive forms of apical periodontitis do not involve active exposure to pathological tissues in the center of destruction directly during endodontic treatment [10, 11]. Therefore, in endodontic practice it is of great interest to study the effectiveness of the use of drugs with pronounced osteoinductive properties, which include, above all, various bone-plastic materials [12, 13].

In our opinion, when carrying out endodontic treatment for destructive forms of chronic apical periodontitis, the combined effect of various therapeutic techniques is important – the use of physiotherapeutic methods of exposure, autologous blood products, the bring out ostetropic drugs behind the apex of the root. This study was conducting as part of the search for optimal osteoplastic material that meets the high requirements that currently exist in modern endodontics

THE AIM
Determine the effectiveness using of osteotrophic drugs for the restoration of bone defects.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The model experiment was performing on male Wistar rats weighing 200 – 250 grams. Under nembutal anesthesia [14], after surgical field was cleaned up to 70% – with an alcoholic solution of chlorhexidine along the anterior-medial surface of the thigh, was carried out a skin incision length of 5 cm. The muscles were diluted bluntly way and fixed. Using an osteotome on the anterior surface of the rat thigh simulated a bone defect measuring 0.5 cm [15]. Subsequently, in the bone cavity was implanted "mp3 Osteobiol" (1st experimental group - 14 animals), PRP coated with fibrin glue (2nd experimental group - 13 animals) and PRP + "mp3 Osteobiol" (3rd experimental group - 15 animals) were. The plastic was performing in such a way that the entire cavity of the bone defect was filling. The wound was suturing tightly in layers. An aseptic dressing was applying. Bandaging was performing once a day for 7 days [16].

Collection of material for histological examination was performing by careful separation of muscles from bones, selection of bone segments 1 – 1.5 cm long in the area of the bone regenerate. The bone material was fixing in 10% zinc-formalin buffer for three days. Subsequently, decalcification was performing in a solution of "Trilon B", dehydrated in alcohol with a higher concentration and inpouring into paraffin. Sections 4.0 μm thick were staining with hematoxylin-eosin (according to Van – Gizon). Microscopic studies were performing on a Leica MDE optical microscope at a magnification of x 100, x 200 [17].

RESULTS.
As a result of histological examinations, it was found that on the 30th day of observations during implantation "mp3 OsteoBiol" into a simulated bone defect in
animals of group I, inflammatory infiltration of the leukocyte shaft type was observed. The surface of the defect was covering with a layer of fibrin, among which polymorphonuclear leukocytes and necrotic masses were visualizing.

At the 60th day of observation, the defect cavity in the bone regenerates of group I animals was filled mainly with connective tissue, with a low content of intercellular substance, with almost complete resorption of the material "mp3 OsteoBiol", the remains of which were surrounded by leukocytes and cell dendrites (Figure 1).

Figure 1. – Histological sections of bone tissue in the area of the simulated defect in the dynamics of the experiment (30th, 60th, 90th day) in group I. The arrows indicate: 1 – polymorphonuclear leukocytes; 2 – inflammatory reaction; 3 – coarse fibrous connective tissue; 4 – newly formed bone tissue. Hematoxylin – eosin staining. Magnification x 100.

At the end of the experiment (90th day) in-group I rats, when filling the simulated bone defect with the drug "mp3 OsteoBiol", the formation of newly formed bone was noting, but in the center of the defect were tracing layers of dense unformed connective tissue.

Histological examination of bone regenerates of group II rats, where the simulated bone defect was filling with PRP the 30th day of observation, in the center of bone regeneration was visualized coarse fibrous tissue with perifocal vascular proliferation and vascular proliferation (Figure 2).

Figure 2. – Histological sections of bone tissue in the area of the simulated bone defect in the dynamics of the experiment (30th, 60th, 90th day) in group II animals. The arrows indicate: 1 – inflammatory reaction; 2 – newly formed bone tissue. Hematoxylin-eosin staining. Magnification x 100.

On the 60th day of observation in rats of group II, the bone defect was filling with coarse fibrous scar tissue, the regenerate was weakly vascularized.

At the end of the experiment (90th day) in the area of implantation of PRP was dominated by bone tissue with few osteons and loose intercellular substance. The bone-marrow canal was sharply narrowing and not closing by a covering plate.
In rats of group III, after 30 days, in the area of the defect, during implantation of our proposed composition ("mp3 OsteoBiol" + PRP) noted perifocal inflammatory reaction, with infiltration of lymphocytes (Figure 3).

Two months later, after implantation of "mp3 OsteoBiol" + PRP, a pronounced growth of fibrous, loose, not quite mature connective tissue was visualized, with the proliferation of giant multinucleated cells, macrophages, osteoblasts and the formation of osteoids. The germination of the implanted composition by small thin-walling blood vessels of the capillary type was observing. The formation of dense fibrous connective tissue, which in its structure resembled periosteum was examined on the periphery, and its cells had the appearance of osteoblasts, which is a sign of the beginning of the process of reticulofibrous bone tissue replacement by lamellar, reducing the size of the implanted composition by 60%.

**Figure 3. – Histological sections of bone tissue in the area of the simulated bone defect in the dynamics of the experiment (30th, 60th, 90th day) in group III animals. The arrows indicate: 1 – implanted composition; 2 – newly formed bone tissue.**

At the end of the experiment (90th day) in the bone regenerates of animals of group III noted the active formation of the newly formed bone lamellar structure, the formation of osteons, the bone marrow canal was filled with bone marrow.

**DISCUSSION**

Degenerative changes in bone tissue occur as a result of violations of the normal kinetics of inflammatory-reparative reactions when bone damaging. According to some authors, the violation of the phase of proliferation and differentiation of cellular elements under the influence of various external factors, changes the intensity of the regenerative process [18]. The result is hyper – or hyporegeneration [19]. Data from modern research on the process of osteohistogenesis, methods and tools that control bone regeneration are needed to understand the essence of this problem, especially on the role of reactive changes in connective tissue in development regeneration process [20]. Based on the published data, numerous classifications of the stages of bone regeneration have been formulating.

The current state of methodological approaches to the problem of bone regeneration allows a more detailed study of the process, so the concept of stage-zonal nature of bone regeneration, has been further developed in the works of domestic and foreign scientists [21].

Currently, osteotropic drugs are widely used for zonal bone regeneration. They have high biocompatibility, activating osteoblasts, stimulate tissue differentiation and create an optimal environment for their functioning, stimulate the synthesis of new procollagen and collagen, and provide targeted delivery of essential active substances, which contributes to the repair of the destruction zone [22].

The proposed composition "mp3 OsteoBiol + PRP" had a positive effect on the histological structure of experimental rats of group III. The obtained results testify to the high
potential of the proposed composition as a bone plastic material to improve osteogenesis and its suitability for the restoration of bone defects.

All the positive properties of drugs with osteotropic action, allow for the development of new compositions to stimulate the processes of repair and revitalization with their subsequent introduction into dental practice.

CONCLUSIONS

Thus, according to histological studies, it was found that our proposed composition, containing "mp3 OsteoBiol" and PRP, accelerated the process of bone regeneration, compared with the groups where the above agents were used alone, without inflammation, with the formation of bone, which has matured in nature.
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